Governments, corporations, and individuals have long struggled with deciding what information to share and what to protect. The explosion of Big Data has now overwhelmed the manual process while privacy and security are increasingly a matter of public concern. TeraDact Solutions has the answer; a means to automate redaction of sensitive data, while ensuring robust audit and compliance accountability. Our solution is available now, affordable, and easily installed and implemented with no risk to your information technology backbone.

**TERADACT’S PATENTED INFORMATION MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY:**
- Identifies specific information within documents
- Tags data with policy driven classifiers automatically, or manually
- Redacts or extracts Information manually, or automatically, according to user-defined rules
- TeraDoctor is currently available as a standalone product and is also available as a fully integrated add on capability to McAfee’s ePolicy Orchestrator (ePO).
- Nimble, open, and agile design and easily installed architecture
- Ensures mobile data security

TeraDact allows multiple users, each having a different access level, to share a single document. Users see only the information and data fields that they are authorized to see. Information inappropriate to the users’ level of access is redacted. TeraDact enables cloud-hosting of the data or for it to be self-contained on the customer’s premises. TeraDact not only facilitates the rapid flow of information throughout an enterprise speeding operational decision making; it reduces staffing costs and storage requirements while ensuring the accurate and timely dissemination of documents and data. TeraDact’s audit function provides access control and records user activities allowing customer tailored compliance rules and rapid accountability in the event of a breach.

TeraDact’s patented technology works with data residing in these various forms:

- THE CLOUD
- UNSTRUCTURED DATA
- UNDERLYING METADATA
- FREEFORM TEXT
- MOBILE DATA SECURITY

When TeraDact’s capabilities are applied in conjunction with deep semantic search and Big Data analytical tools, TeraDact significantly enhances the value of those tools and the intelligence of the knowledge bases they generate. **For pure redaction, no tool is more effective.**

**WAYS TERADACT CAN IMPROVE WORK FLOW & SAVE MONEY WITHIN YOUR INDUSTRY**
- Improves security by reducing the risk of compromising sensitive information
- Reduces operating costs by automating legacy information management processes
- Increases efficiency allowing staff to be repurposed
- Fully scalable in the cloud or on premises with 100% accuracy at 33 pages per second
- Detects fraud by linking specific data to users
- Enhances existing digital forensics capabilities

**PRICING**
- Pricing is available for OEM licensing agreements, on premises enterprise server implementations or hosted SaaS instances
- TeraDact is competitively priced with other enterprise content management software
- Deployment package includes onsite training, first year’s maintenance and comprehensive customer support